
NEAH GES Announces Binding Letter of Intent
to Acquire Quemic Commercial Operations in
Ghana and Mozambique
GES Africa business divisions currently
include Power Generation and
Infrastructure, Maritime, Aviation, Ground
Logistics, and Emergency Medical
Services.

JOHANNESBURG, GAUTENG, SOUTH
AFRICA, August 11, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- NEAH GES ("GES") today announced that it has
signed binding letters of intent to acquire a majority of the stock, shareholders and economic interest
in Quemic's Ghana and Mozambique business operations. Post-acquisition GES will be the
controlling shareholder in Ghana and Mozambique incorporating the Quemic business units into a

Seven out of ten fastest
growing global economies are
forecasted to be in Africa.
Sub-Saharan Africa's
particularly exciting GDP
growth means that it has
emerged as the dominant
sub-region.

NEAH GES

GES affiliate company, GES Africa.  

GES is agressively expanding its commercial business lines
on the African Continent. Seven out of ten fastest growing
global economies are forecasted to be in Africa. Sub-Saharan
Africa's particularly exciting GDP growth means that it has
emerged as the dominant sub-region. 

GES Africa business divisions currently include Power
Generation and Infrastructure, Maritime, Aviation, Ground
Logistics, and Emergency Medical Services. The addition of
the Quemic business units will substantially increase GES
commercial services in Africa. 

About NEAH GES

NEAH Global Energy Solutions (GES) provides comprehensive logistics, power generation and
security management for global energy and critical infrastructure assets. GES utilizes extensive
experience within the African and Middle Eastern regions to effectively wrap energy and infrastructure
assets with sophisticated physical and financial risk mitigation protocols ("GES WRAP™"). GES is an
authorized vendor for the U.S. Department of State, United Nations, USAID, and other global
governmental agencies.  GES expertise provides commercial and governmental organizations
comprehensive risk mitigation solutions unparalleled in the global marketplace.
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